Sharing and collaborating
across the back office support services
With the increasing pressures on budgets and the need to maintain
frontline capabilities it is essential that supporting services are maintained
in order to support the transforming service delivered to the public.

• One customer forecasting a saving
of £35m over 10 years by deploying
Origin ERP with savings starting
immediately on deployment

Even though such services are hidden from the public a force can’t
operate without effective supporting services around HR, Payroll and
Finance but these can be transformed themselves by deploying a fully
integrated IT solution that helps a force rationalise their own services
but also collaborate in a regional perspective to provide partners with
a fully centralised shared service that can truly deliver cost savings but
maintain the vital support to frontline operations.

• Automated processes releasing staff
for other work
• Reduction in admin centres supporting
estate rationalisation strategies

Origin ERP is the leading solution in the UK Police providing a fully
integrated suite of business processes including Duty Management
which, when integrated with the Control Room, delivers HR, Rostering
and Training data to the frontline and a full self-service facility designed
for use in today’s mobile working environment.

• Streamlined processes providing more
efficient support to staff

As well as being the leading solution Origin ERP is also leading the way
in shared services with a regional solution deployed to multiple forces
in the East Midlands, hosted by Derbyshire, and a shared solution
deployed in the South Yorkshire and Humberside Collaboration
Programme.
Not only are these forces benefitting from the cost and efficiency
savings that an integrated ERP solution delivers but are realising further
benefits by collaborating and sharing the solution with others.
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